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Hyde Jangle

Hyde Jangle is a player character played by The atheist devil.1)

Hyde Jangle
@@Art@@

Species & Gender: Male Human
Date of Birth: 20日 4月 YE 20
Organization: Monarchy of Dovania
Occupation: Soldier

Rank: DS-1 Recruit
Current Placement: Xuno

Physical Description

Hyde has a darken completion, with an athletic build. He stands at a hight of 6'01“. His eyes are a mix
between blue-yellow, has dark brown hair. He weighs 200 pounds. His body is covered in scars and
tattoos of skulls and the grim reaper. His voice is deep with gravel in his voice. And his right arm has a
cybernetic replacement.

Personality

Hyde is a very serious person but he also has a very dark and insane side to him. He is very loyal soldier
who will do anything to get the job done. He is easily angered when people do not show respect where it
is rewarded and he can't stand anyone that is stuck up. He is also very cautious and very rarely goes
anywhere with out a plan. He can work well with others but prefers to work alone.

History

Hyde's history is not one to yearn for. When he was born his parents sold him to slavers. The slavers
forced him to fight for them. So he learned multiple types of fighting through out his life. They also forced
him to learn how to deactivate explosives so they wouldn't have to risk their own lives. But the thing they
didn't realise is how much of a monster they had made him. When he turned 15 he slaughtered the
slavers and tortured their leader until he died. The scene was best described as a massacre. But during
this fight he had lost his arm. But with the money he stole from the slavers he got cybernetic
replacement. A couple years later he joined the danovia army where he found friends for the first time
and ever since he has been working for them.
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Skills Learned

Communications - taught how to read, write, and speak common by slavers1.
Demolitions - can disarm most basic and advanced explosives and can activate all basic explosives.2.
Fighting - he knows the basics in fighting of all types but specializes in close hand combat and long3.
range rifles
Physical - knows basic acrobatics and is an excellent climber4.
Military vehicals - can operate in most basic military vehicals.5.

Social Connections

Hyde Jangle is connected to:

Loyal to the MoD.

Inventory & Finance

Hyde Jangle has the following:

Standard issue clothing and equipment

Hyde Jangle currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by The atheist devil on 10, 27 2018 at 08:42 using the Character Template Form.

In the case The atheist devil becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Hyde Jangle
Character Status NPC Available for GM or FM use
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…

1)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/monarchy-of-domania-hyde-jangle.63567/
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